
Joe’s Salon stocks wigs,

hairpieces, and hair

extensions; all available in

synthetic or human hair.

We have stylists trained for

wig fitting, cutting, and

coloring. Our stylists are

certified in the application,

styling and overall care of

these hair pieces.
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eFirst time wig kits are

complimentary with your Joe’s wig

purchase. They include a stand,

shampoo, conditioner, comb, a

styling product, and instructions on

caring for your wig.

eWhen your treatment is over, and

your hair has begun to grow back in,

we will trim and style your hair free

of charge for up to six visits.

For those in need of a wig and whose

insurance carriers do not support that

purchase due to a high deductible or

simply do not cover head prosthesis,

Joe’s has created a FreeWig Fund. This
fund allows us to offer wigs to those in

need at little to no cost. We also offer

gently worn wigs which will be cleaned

and available free of charge. We gladly

accept donations of gently worn wigs.

For clients that are experiencing hair

loss due to cancer treatments, medical

issues, or genetics, we have every type

of hairpiece to help. To make you as

comfortable as possible, we have a

private area in our salon where we offer

these services.

We are dedicated to those affected by

cancer. Your experience here will

brighten your day and make you feel

beautiful! For these clients, we offer:

eComplimentary wig consultations,

fittings, and customization for you

and the wig of your choice. We stock

a number of modern wigs and

accessories, and are happy to place a

special order for you.

eWewill trim/style a wig that you

bring in to the salon for a minimal

charge.

Monetary donations of any amount will

also be accepted. Since the creation of

this Fund, we have donated

approximately 10 new wigs, with prices

for the wigs ranging from $150 to

$650. Checks can be made out to

“Joe’s Salon” with “wig fund” in the
memo line. If you would like anymore

information, please contact Karen at

Joe’s Salon 860.354.4806.

We are proud to be able to offer these

services and work alongside Diebold

Family Cancer Center in supporting

and caring for our community.
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